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M (ABSTRACT)

The performance of futures contracts and commodity
options as hedging instruments were compared in a cash
margin hedging framework for a 150 sow farrow to finnish
hog operation in southeastern Virginia. The expected cash
margin (ECM) using corn soybean meal and hog futures were

calculated daily from 1975 through 1982. The performance

of options and futures were compared in 530 strategies that

ranged from starit routine fixed margin hedging to,
strategies based on forcasted variable margins.

Mean and variance of returns were analyzed, options

proved to be less effective at reducing variance of returns

in comparison to futures contracts. Analysis of the return

paths provided by the strategies indicated that hedging
with futures contracts tended to eliminate both very high

return levels and very low return levels. Hedging with

commodity options eliminated low return levels but not the

high return levels. It is for this reason that hedging

strategies using options are not as efective at reducing



variance of returns as futures contracts.

The greater the complexity and selectivity of a
. strategy the more effective futures contracts were as the

hedging instruments. Analysis of the mean and variance of
returns and the return paths resulted in the selction of
the optimal strategy of hedgin with futures contracts in a
variable margin framework when the ECM was 15% above the
two quarter projected margin.
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Chapter I

Introduction

Hog producers are subject to significant variablitity of
returns as a result of fluctuating output prices(hogs) and
input costs (feed). The resultant risk exposure threatens
the long-term viability of the hog producer and hence the
hog producer seeks strategies to manage this price risk.

The technology associated with the production of hogs
has changed dramatically in the past twenty years. The
method of hog production has shifted to specialized
production facilities designed solely to house hogs. Hog
production has shifted away from a secondary enterprise to
a primary enterprise with high capacity specialized capital
intensive units. The industry has shrunk in number of
participants and is dominated by operations that are
primarily in the hog production business. Van Arsdall and
Nelson suggest the change in technology has reduced the
flexiblilty producers have and production shifts are not as

dramatic as they were prior to the adoption of new
technology.

1.2 Problem Statement

Commodity options are a new tool available to hog

producers to use in risk mangement. With The Futures

Trading Act of 1982, Congress allowed the Commodity Futures

Trading Commission to carry out a pilot project in trading
agricultural commodity options. This study analyzes the

1
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use of commodity options in hog hedging strategies.
Commodity options are contracts on commodity futures

contracts. The option provides the right to buy or sell a
futures contract at a fixed price. The purchaser of the
option receives the right to either buy or sell a commodity
futures contract at a fixed price but is not obligated to
do so. The fixed price the option establishes is known as
the strike price. Options providing the right to buy are
known as call options and those conveying the right to sell
are known as put options. The seller of the option is
known as the writer of the option. The writer is paid the
premium for conveying the right to exercise the option
contract.

To evaluate options the primary consideration is to
compare the performance of commodity options to commodity
futures contracts and the cash market. Commodity options
provide greater flexiblity than futures contracts because
they set a floor price for output or a price ceiling for
inputs, while simultaneously allowing producers to
participate in favorable price movements.
1.3 Research Objectives

Previous research indicates hog producers can improve
and stabilize their returns by hedging output on the
futures market. This study examines the potential use of
Commodity options as a hedging tool for hog producers,
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evaluating commodity options in hedging strategies. The
specific research objectives are: -
i) Develop a model that monitors daily cash marginsfor a 150 sow farrow to finish operation in SoutheasternVirginia, based on daily futures prices of live hogs, cornand soybean meal.

ii) Determine the mean and variance of returns associatedwith selected strategies using commodity optionsand futures contracts

iii)Develop an optimal strategy using the expected incomevariance framework for hedging hogs using commodity optionsor futures contracts in combination with an estimate ofthe forecasted returns above variable costs.
iv) Compare and contrast the optimal strategies to determineif commodity options are superior to commodity futurescontracts in increasing mean returns and reducing varianceof returns.

1.4 General Approach

The approach of this study is as follows. Chapter II is
a review of the relevent literature on hedging strategies
for livestock producers, with emphasis on research on
profit margin hedging strategies for hogs and use of
commodity options. In Chapter III the model that provides
hedging signals is developed, with a discussion of it's
components and use. Chapter IV presents an analysis of
hedging with commodity options and futures contracts, with
the development of the optimal stategies over the time
period examined. In Chapter V the results of an out of
sample test of the optimal strategies is reported. The
summary and conclusions of this study are presented in

Chapter VI.



Chapter II

Literature Review
The purpose of this chapter is threefold. First,

discuss the producer's objective in hedging. Second,
review the relevent studies on livestock hedging. The
third, is to review the factors that influence the option
premium and discuss the current research on hedging with
commodity options.
2.2 The Theory of Hedging

Based on previous studies completed by Hieronymus,
Holbrook Working, Johnston, McKinnon, Holthausen, and Peck
the following definition of hedging is developed. Hedging
by farmers is action taken in a second market to reduce the
inherent price risk present in the cash market where the
second market is used as a temporary substitute to attain a
price level that cannot be assured in the cash market when
the physical commodity is traded. The action taken in the
second market is taken at time period tl and will last only
until period t2 when action in the cash market is taken.
The second market is centrally regulated and provides
standard contracts that specify the quality, quantity and
delivery location of the commodity. These contracts need
not ever be completed but can be offset prior to their
expiration.

It is misleading to assume the bulk of hedging

activities in agricultural commodities is done by farmers.

4
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Hedging is carried on primarily by handlers of agricultural
commodities, including merchants, elevators, warehousemen,
processors, packers and millers, who are primarily
arbitragers between the futures and the spot markets.

Ward and Fletcher suggest that it is equally valid for
producers to use the futures markets to long hedge (inputs)
and short hedge (output), if their expectation for price
changes in the future is adverse to their cash position.
Paul, Heifner and Helmuth suggest that hedging is
appropriate when the quantity of output becomes certain.
The hog producer has relatively fixed quantities of inputs
and outputs and is assumed to hedge to establish price
levels and reduce the negative impact of income variablity.

Hedging only limits price risk to the extent that a cash
position is similiar in location and quality of those
specified in the futures contract. When the cash or
physical commodity and futures contracts do not have
identical specifications, the prices may not move equally
in perfect correspondence, leading to basis risk. Basis
variablity could be a problem for hedging hogs in the
Southeastern region since there are no hog contract
delivery points in the region. However Bobst found no
significant distortions in hedging results caused by basis
risk for live hogs in the Southeastern region.

If farmers hedge to reduce income variablity, then it is
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logical to evaluate a hedging strategy in terms of the
effectiveness in stablizing returns at a profitable level.
Johnson judged the effectiveness of a hedge by the
reduction in the variance of returns. Holland, Purcell and
Hague suggest that a mean-variance approach is the
appropriate method to evaluate hedging strategies. This
recognizes there is a trade off between a reduced variance
and the level of returns.

2.3 Livestock Hedging

Unlike the grains or oilseeds, livestock commodities are
not continous inventory commodities, but are continuous
production or supply commodities. The futures market
reflects the expected supply and demand during the specific
time period of the contract. The livestock futures
contract prices do not provide inventory adjustment signals
but production signals. The futures markets provide
farmers with information about the expected profitability
of production. This section reviews the research that has
attempted to demonstrate how futures can be used to improve
returns and/or reduce the risk of feeding livestock.

Hedging studies on livestock initially 'dealt with
hedging live cattle. McCoy and Price examined alternative
short selling hedging strategies for a commercial feedlot

in Kansas between May 1965 and December 1974. Holland,
Purcell and Hague simulated live icattle short selling
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strategies for a southwestern High Plains feedlot between
1965 and 1970. Both studies produced similiar results,
concluding that routine hedging (selling short live cattle
when the feeders enter the feedlot) reduce price risk but
provide negligible returns. Both studies indicate a need
for a decision rule for setting hedges. McCoy and Price
found the most effective hedging rule was to set hedges
when futures price adjusted for basis exceed the current
cash price, reducing price variability by 32% and raising
mean returns by 37%. McCoy and Price found hedging when the
futures price adjusted for basis is greater than a
calculated breakeven price level raised the mean return by
23% and reduced variabilitly by 10%. Holland, Purcell and
Hague suggest selling live cattle short when a lock-in
margin is greater than average returns from an unhedged
position between 1965 and 1970. The expected lock-in margin
is calculated based on the futures price of live cattle
adjusted for basis minus production costs. This reduced
variablity of returns by 34% and increased mean returns by
2%.

Shafer, Griffen and Johnston examined short hedging live
cattle and long hedging feeder cattle and corn

simultaneously between March 1972 and June 1976. The

objective was to establish a profit margin prior to
feeding. If the desired margin was not obtained prior to

placingg the cattle on feed, Shafer et.al. allowed short
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selling live cattle futures to establish a profit margins.
The profit margin is based on live cattle futures price
minus feeder cattle and corn futures price adjusted for
basis and a charge for other variable and fixed costs. If
returns were greater than $20/head then hedges were placed.
Mean returns from this strategy increased to $21.90/head

_ compared to -$2.19/head from the cash market. The variance

of returns was reduced by 79%. During two subperiods, from
March 1972 to March 1973 and between November 1974 and
January 1976, cattle prices trended up and the cash market
provided the optimal return.

Spahr and Sawaga simulated profit margin hedging cattle
during the period 1974 through 1978. In their study,
hedging activity was only carried out prior to the
commencement of feeding. The live cattle futures price
minus feeder cattle and corn futures price was required to
reach a predetermined margin before any hedge was placed.
At a predetermined margin of $27.50/head in the futures
market, actual mean returns of $44.53/head were attained.

These returns were 87% above the cash market with a

variance 15% lower than the cash market.

Leuthold and Molker simulated 234 feeding periods

between 1972 and 1976 for a Midwest feedlot. They used an

expected profit margin to set the hedge based on the live

cattle futures price minus feeder cattle and corn futures
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prices and other variable and fixed costs. The optimal
strategy was to place hedges when the expected profit
margin indicated returns of $5.00/cwt. With this strategy
actual mean returns equaled $3.11/cwt., up 360% over the
cash market returns of $.86/cwt. with a 57% reduction of
variance. When feeding margins were negative a reverse
hedge was set, by going short corn and feeder cattle and
long live cattle. Their findings indicated that the reverse
hedge was profitable whenever a —$1.00 to -$7.00 margin
existed with best result being with a margin of —$3.00 to -
$5.00.

Hayenga, DiPietre, Skadberg and Schroeder examined
hedging opportunities available between 1974 and 1981 for
cattle and '1972 to 1981 for hogs. Using daily futures
prices for hogs or cattle adjusted for a Midwest basis
minus production costs, they computed the availability of
profitable returns in the futures market. They found that
the futures market provided profitable returns on 66% of
the trading days for hogs with 40% of the trading days
providing greater profit than what the cash market provided
for a nine month planning horizon. During a four month
planning horizon for hogs the futures market provided
profitable returns on 69% of the trading days and 43% of
those days offered improved profit levels over the cash
market. Live cattle futures did not provide profitable

opportunities as frequently as hogs.
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Profit margin hedging strategies for hog producers in
the Southeast were examined by Kenyon and Clay. In this
study an expected profit margin is calculated daily for a
150 sow farrow to finish operation for which 35 lots of
hogs are sold between February 1975 and December 1982. The
daily profit margin was based on the future price of live
hogs, corn and soybean meal adjusted for basis and a fixed
cost charge. Kenyon and Clay found at a fixed profit margin
hedge of $6.00 and $7.00 per cwt., the variance of returns

is reduced by 60%. The reduced variance from these
strategies was the result of placing hedges prematurely and
thus eliminating the large positive returns.

‘ Kenyon and Clay established a variable margin hedging
system with the goal of preventing hedging at premature

small margins. They estimated the relationship between cash
profits and total pork production levels and then estimated

a model to forecast pork production. The hedging strategies

are then based on the anticipated cash margins. Kenyon and
Clay found that hedging two quarters ahead when the

expected profit margin is 70% higher than the anticipated
cash margin increased the mean returns by 52% and reduced

the variance by 32% compared to the cash market.

2.4 Commodity Option Pricing

The option premium reflects the economic return

necessary to encourage a seller (the option writer) to
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provide price insurance to the purchaser of the option.
_ The premium reflects the option provider's assessment of

the probability that price movements of the underlying
futures contract will be unfavorable over the time period
of the insurance. For the option purchaser, the premium
reflects the purchaser assessment of the probability that
price movements of the underlying futures contract will be
adverse to his position. The value of the premium is
associated with the level of protection desired from an
adverse price movement.

The premium is the sum of the intrinsic value and the
time value. The intrinisic value of the option premium is
the difference between the underlying futures price and the
strike price of the option. For a put option, the
intrinsic value is positive when the price of the
underlying futures contract is below the strike price. The
reverse is true for a call option. The intrinsic value
equals the profit that could be made in the underlying
futures contract by exercising the option. Hence, the

intrinsic value will never be negative because the owner of
the option will not voluntarily choose to exercise an
option that would result in a loss in the futures market.

Wolf indicates four factors operate together to

determine the option premium. Those factors are, the price

of the underlying futures contract relative to the strike

price of the option; the time to expiration of the option,
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the riskless interest rate; and the volatility of the price
of the underlying futures contract. The relative price of
the underlying futures contract and the strike price of the
option determine the intrinsic value. The time value is
then related to the cummulative effect of the time to
maturity of the option, the riskless interest rate and the
volatility of the underlying futures price. Wolf suggests
that the time value will be positive because there exists a
probability that the intrinsic value of the option will
increase during the duration of the option. The time value
then reflects the expecation that the intrinsic value of
the option will increase. In simple terms the time value
is the option premium less the intrinsic value.

Black has developed a model for pricing commodity
options. This model has found such wide use that it has
become a defacto formula for pricing option premiums. The
Black model is:

C = e-rt[FN(dl) - EN(d2)]

P =
cwhere:

C = call option premium (price)
P = put option premium (price)
dl = r1¤<F/E> + (S2/2)]/S(tl/2)
az = al - s(tl/2)
e = 2.7183
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= riskless interest rate (T-Bill Rate)

t = time to maturity
(number of days left for contract/365)

F = price of underlying futures contract

E = exercise or strike price of the option
sz = variance of historic futures price, and

N = normalized distribution function.
The variance of historic futures price is used as an

estimate of the volatility of the futures contract. To use
variance as an estimate of volitility requires the
assumption that volatility is stationary over time. The
variance of the futures price in this study is calculated
as:

sz = 252 x 1/19[(lnRt=l - m)2 +...+(lnRt=2O - m)2]

where:

Rc = Fc/Fc-1
Ft = closing futures price on day t,
Ft_l = closing futures price on day t

minus 1, and

m = 1/20(1nRt=l +...+Rt=2O).
The volatility of futures price is extremely important

to the pricing of the commodity option. Kenyon, Kling,
Jordon, Seale and McCabe (Kenyon et.al.) provide insight

into what variables affect the volatility of futures

prices. Cf specific interest to the present study are the

factors having an effect on the volatility of corn futures, g
soybean futures and live hog futures. The main factors f

11

11
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identified by Kenyon et.al. for corn and soybean are the
season of the year and the ratio of futures prices to the
loan rate. During the summer months the volatility of
soybeans and corn increases as yield uncertainity
increases. In addition, they found that the volatility
declines when the prices of corn and soybeans approach the
loan rate. Volatility for hogs was found to have a slight
tendency to increase when the national inventory of hogs
increased. Overall, the volatility of livestock futures
prices was found to be relatively constant across markets
and years.

Increases in volatility of futures contracts results in
higher premiums for options. The high volatility of the
underlying futures price indicates a greater level of risk
to the writer of the option. Both Gardner and Balongia
suggest that relative option premium prices provide an
indicator of the expectations of a price change in the
futures contract.

Sporleder and Winder simulated option hedging strategies
with live cattle for a Texas feedlot. The performance of
options in comparison to an unhedged position and short
selling with futures were compared in a mean—variance
framework. Option premiums were estimated with the Black

formula since cattle options were not traded prior to June
1984. The volatility estimate was based on the previous 50
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days of futures prices. The study makes use of hedging
portfolios in a quadratic programming model. The study
compares returns from the cash market to a routine short
sale with futures, or purchasing an at-the-money put optiont
on the day the cattle were placed on feed. They also
analyzed a strategy of writing (selling) an at-the-money
call option when the cattle were placed on feed. Sporleder
and Winder found that if writing call options was included
as an alternative, the highest returns were achieved with
this strategy given a fixed variance level. The minimum
variance analysis produced mean returns 12% above the cash
market and a reduction in variance of returns of 38%. The
maximium profit model produced mean returns 56% above those
of the cash market with a 36% drop in variance of returns.



Chapter III

Methods and Procedures

This chapter defines the production parameters of the
simulated hog operation. With these production parameters,
a model to provide signals for setting hedges is developed.
Two distinct types of hedging stategies are developed. The
first involves hedging when a predeterimined fixed margin
is reached. The second is a variable margin strategy. The
variable margin strategy depends upon a projected cash
margin that is related to expected national per capita pork
production. Finally, this chapter addresses the criteria
that were used to evaluate the performance of the various
hedging strategies.

3.2 Simulated Production Parameters

The production of market hogs were simulated for a high
intensity 150 sow farrow to finish operation in the
Smithfield area of Southeastern Virginia. The hedging
activity is contingent on the expected cash margin
calculated daily. Signals to hedge live hogs and corn are
provided by the Expected Cash Margin (ECM) model on a daily
basis.

The sows are divided into 3 groups farrowing twice per
year. The pigs are weaned at 8 weeks of age and fed for 4

months to a market weight of 220 pounds (2.2 cwt.).

Approximately 360 market hogs grading No. 1-3 are marketed

16
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bi-monthly. On an annual basis the breeding stock culls
consisted of 60 sows, 24 gilts and 12 boars. The following
table prescribes the relevent dates and contracts for the
annual production of six lots of market hogs.

Prices used were the cash price of hogs in Smithfield
Virginia, southeast region of Virginia corn cash prices and
Norfolk Virginia cash soybean meal prices. The annual feed
requirements were based on Bache and Foster estimates, with
30,000 bushels of corn and 174 tons of soybean meal
required. The lowest margin over variable costs of the 48
production lots was $7.00/cwt. in April of 1980 and the
highest was $44.79/cwt. in October 1975.
3.2.1 The ECM Model

Expected cash margins (ECM) for the simulated hog
operation were computed daily using the formula:

ECM = TLH - [(TC X CCF) + (TS X SCF) - CULLRET] (1)
Where: i

ECM = Expected cash margin, $/cwt

TLH = Target live hog price(hog futures price
+ basis)$/cwt

TC = Target corn price(corn futures price
+ basis)cents/bu

CCF = Corn conversion factor (total yearly corn
requirements/total cwt. of live hogs sold),
[6.3072907bu./cwt.]

TS = Target soybean meal price (soybean meal futures
price + basis), S/ton,

SCF = Soybean meal conversion factor (total yearly
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Table 1 Pertinent dates for simulated hog operation
Farrowing I Feed ng I Corn Fut.| SBM Fut. I Hog Sale I Hog Fut.

Date I Begins I Contract I Contract I Date I Contract..._lI____I__I_____iI__i__I.i_..__
August 1 IOctober 1|December IOctober IFebruary 1|February
October 1 IDecember1IDecember IDecember |April 1 IApril
December 1 IFebruary1|March IMarch |June 1 |June
February 1 IApri1 1 |May IMay |August 1 IAugust
April 1 |June 1 |Ju1y IJu1y IOctober 1 IOctober
June 1 IAugust 1 Iseptember |August IDecember 1|December
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soybean meal requirements/total cwt. live
hogs sold), [.0365822 tons/cwt.]

CULLRET = Estimate of returns from sale of breeding stockculls (total returns/total cwt. live hogssold)$/cwt.

Basis = 3 year average historical basis for that particularmonth. {
3.2.2 CULLRET Calculations

The breeding stock is culled continually through the
year when the slaughter hogs are marketed. This results in
an additional source of cash returns. Since breeding stock
is of a different quality than slaughter hogs, historically
breeding cull prices have been lower than slaughter hogs
prices. Breeding stock sold per cwt of market hogs sold is:

(378cwt./2l62hogs/2.2cwt.) = .07947 cwts breeding
stock per cwt. market hog

Sow prices were estimated based on the relationship between
sow and market hog prices, based on monthly data from 1973
to 1982

The estimated 0LS equation is:

Estimated Sow Price =-3.36 + .96(Live hog prices) (2)R2 = .94
Using the previous two relationships, cull stock returns
are:

Ü

CULLRET=.07947[-3.36 + .96(market hog price)]

The ECM was calculated daily based on the futures
prices for the appropriate futures contracts for that

production period. The ECM provides the signal when to
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establish hedge positions. During the feeding period the
actual cash price for corn and soybean meal was substituted
into the ECM equation. Feed was considered purchased the
day feeding began. Hogs were the only commodity hedged
once feeding began. The ECM is calculated on a daily basis
starting 10 months prior to the sale of the hogs.
3.3 Fixed Margin Hedging Strategies

Similar to previous research, hedges were set at a
fixed margin over variable costs. Whenever a margin
greater than a predetermined fixed margin was indicated by
the ECM formula, then a hedged position was established.
When the signal is given to hedge four alternatives were

simulated, hedging with at-the-money options, hedging with
the first two out-of-the-money options and hedging with
futures contracts.

3.3.1 At The Money Option Strategy

For the at·the—money options strategy options were

purchased with a strike price equal to the current futures

price. The option purchaser has the opportunity of

establishing a position in the futures market at the strike
price of the option any time up until the expiration date

of the option. This strategy attempts to insure the

futures price when the ECM triggers a hedge signal. In

reality it is not possible to buy at—the-money put or call
options at any futures price. Options for hogs are
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available with strike prices in $2.00 intervals and corn
options have strike prices in lO cent intervals. Options .
are typically a little in or out-of—the—money, rarely
exactly at-the-money. To permit comparison of the options
and futures hedging strategies, at—the-money options were
assumed to be available for all futures price levels in
this study.

Two versions of the at—the-money strategies were
investigated. The first involved purchasing at—the-money
put options only for hogs with a strike price equal to the
futures price at which the hedge occurs. The second
involved buying a put option for hogs and a call option for
corn at strike prices equal to the futures price of these
contracts necessary to lock—in a certain margin.
3.3.2 Out of the Money Option Strategy

As in hedging strategy 3.3.1, when the ECM indicated a
predetermined fixed margin was available, then option
positions at either the first or second out-of—the—money
strike prices were established. Out-of—the—money options
have a strike price that is lower than the current price in
the futures market for a put option and higher than the

current futures market price for a call option. The
reason for examining out-of—the—money options relates to

options functioning as price insurance. The option premium
is a function of the amount of price insurance being

purchased. Out-of—the—money options provide less insurance
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at a lower price, but protect against large unfavourable
price movements.

For the purposes of this analysis the first out-of-the-
money option for hogs was a put option with a strike price
$2.00 lower than the current futures price. The second
out-of-the-money option for hogs was the put with a strike
price $4.00 less than the current futures price. The first
out-of-the-money option for corn was the call option with a
strike price that was 10 cents greater than the current
futures price. The second out-of-the- money call options
for corn was the call option with a strike price that was
20 cents greater than the current futures price. This
strategy was analyzed hedging hogs only and hedging hogs
and corn similar to the at-the-money strategy. An example
demonstrating how out-of-the-money strike price were
selected is given in Table 2.
3.3.3 Fixed Margin Hedge With Futures Contracts

When the ECM model provides the same hedging signals at
predetermined margins as in strategies 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, a
hedged position was established in the futures market.
Like options, two Variations of this strategy were
analyzed. In the first, only hogs will be hedged. In the
second, both hogs and corn will be hedged simultaneously.

3.4 Variable Margin Hedging Strategies
The existence of a cyclical nature in the hog industry
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Table 2.
Examples ot at and out ot the money options strike pricesHog Hedging [Futures or |Corn Hedqing [Futures or |Instrument [Strike Price [Instrument [Strike Price [[For Hogs [ [For Corn [
Futures | [Futures [ [Price for [ $50.75/cwt. [Price for [$1.7550/bu. [Hogs [ [Corn [ [I I I IStrike Price [ [Strike Price [ [of 'At The | 50.75* [of 'At The | 1.7550* [Money' Put [ [Money' Call [ [Option [ [Option [ [I I I IStrike Price [ [Strike Price [ [First 'Out ot [ [First 'Out of | [The Money'Put [ 48.75* [The Money'Call| 1.8550* |Option [ [Option [ [I I I IStrike Price | [Strike Price [ [Second 'Out o£| [Second 'Out o£[ |The Money' Put| 46.75* [The Money'Ca1l[ 1.9550* [Option [ [Option | [*At the money opt ons not actually ava lable at this strikeprice.
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suggests it may be unrealistic to attempt to lock-in a
specific predetermined profit margin level for each
production period. To accomodate this condition a system
was developed that places hedges when a margin larger than
a projected margin for each production lot could be hedged.
The projected margin was based on the estimated
relationship between the cash margin and national hog
production levels and corn and soybean meal prices.
3.4.1 The Projected Margin Model

The data used in estimating this model was the actual
cash price when hogs were sold and corn and soybean meal
prices when the hogs were placed on feed. The equation was
estimated using the forty-eight lots produced between
February 1975 and December 1982. The estimated model:

PM = 112.6563-4.3574QPKP—.0453PC-.1134PSBM+.5462TREN (3)

(-9.57) (-2.95) (-4.69) (8.59)
S.E.=4.3009 F=45.64 R2=.81 D.W.=1.57

Where; l
PM = Projected margin. $/cwt,
QPKP = Quarterly per capita commercial pork

production, carcass weight (lbs./person),
PC = Cash corn price when feeding begins,(cents7bu.) and
PSBM = Cash soybean meal price when feeding begins,

($/ton) and

TREND = Period trend variable, 7502=1,... & 8212=48.
The projected margin bears a similarity to the expected
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cash margin equation (l). The projected margin equation
(3) attempts to forecast the level of future cash margins.
Quarterly per capita commercial pork production makes a
good substitute for hog prices given that a strong
relationship exists between the supply of a commodity and
it's price. Corn and soybean meal prices were included
because of their importance to the cost side of the cash
margin equation. During the period over which this study
was based, inflation was relatively high. The trend
variable reflects the impact of inflation on the level of
margin over variable costs required to contribute to fixed
costs.

A number of different models were examined before
choosing the projected margin equation (3), which provided
the best estimates of actual cash margins. Economic theory
suggest that beef production, being the major substitute
for pork, should be present in a model estimating returns
to pork production. Beef production was included in some
of the models examined and was statistically significant
with a negative sign. However, when USDA estimates of beef
production 3 to 6 months in the future were used in the
equation to forecast cash hog margins, the accuracy of the
estimates did not improve. With no improvement in the
estimates and the added complexity associated with
including beef as an independent variable, beef production
was not included as an independent variable. The
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relationship between the level of cash margin and the per
capita production of pork is shown in Figure 1.

The crucial independent variable in equation (3) is
quarterly per capita commercial pork production. This
variable was forecasted for one through four quarters in
the future using hog inventory and production estimates in
the quarterly USDA 10 State Hog and Pig report. For each
report, four functions were estimated to predict quantity
for one through four quarters ahead. The various
categories of market hogs, pig crop, and sow farrowing
intentions used to estimate production one to four quarters
ahead in general form are:

QPKl = f{MH6079, T} (3.1)

QPK2 = f{PIGC, T} (3.2)

QPK3 = f{SFIl3, T} (3.3)

QPK4 = f{SFI46,T} (3.4)

Where;

QKP = Commercial pork production, carcass weight,
l,2,3,and4 quarters ahead, and

MH6079 =l0 State inventory, market hogs 60-179 lbs.
(1,000 head)

PIGC = 10 State estimate of pig crop (1,000 head)
for the previous three month period,

SFI13 = 10 State estimate of sow farrowing intentions
for the next 1 through 3 months,

SFI46 = 10 State estimate of sow farrowing intentions
for months 4 to 6 ahead, and

T = Trend variable with l974=1,... 1982 = 9,
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accounting for increases in productivity of hog
production during the period examined.

The USDA 10 State Hog and Pig report is published four

times per year, in December, March, June and September. At

publication of each 10 State report an estimate of per

capita commercial pork production can be made for each of

the next four quarters. Table 3 contains the equations

estimated for each Hog and Pig report to forecast future

hog production.

The PM forecast equation uses guarterly per capita

commercial pork supply. Therefore population must be

forecast for each of the next four quarters. To accomodate

the lags in published population data, population was

estimated with a 2 to 5 quarter lag. Population was

estimated with the following functions;

Popq = -.053 + 1.0055Popq_2 R2=.99 (3.5.1)

Popq = -.0848 + 1.0082Popq_3 R2=.99 (3.5.2)

Popq = -.5041 + l.0128Popq_4 R2=.99 (3.5.3)

Popq = -1.3266 + 1.0192Popq_5 R2=.99 (3.5.4)

Where Popq_2 = U.S. Population lagged two quarters.

Therefore QPKP = QKP/Pop, for the appropriate quarter
being estimated. (3.6)

The projected margin forecasted by equation (3) is an

anticipated average cash margin for the particular quarter

being estimated. The projected margin was forecast 1 to 4

quarters ahead based on per capita pork production

estimates and the appropriate corn and soybean meal futures
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Table 3 Equations for forecasting U.S. Commercial Pork Production,
from 10 State Hogs and Pigs report, 1974-1982.

Quarter HOG & PIG 2Forecast REPORT R D.W.

DECEMEER
1 QKPl¤ -295.99 + .203MH6079* + 47.8T* .93 2.84
2 QKP2• -364.68 + .234PIGC Sep-Nov* -11.7T .90 2.143 QKP3¤ 1238.6 + .849SFI D€¢-Fab + 71.39T .69 2.43
4 QKP4• 1942.5 + .514SFI Mat-May +107.89T .55 2.84

MARCH
2 QKPl¤ -922.1* + .268MH6079* - 2.91T .99 2.673 QKP2• 301.49 + .21SPIGC Dec-Feb* -19.21T .92 3.18
4 QKP3¤ 763.59 + .976SFI MBI-M&y* +74.53T* .87 2.74
1 QKP4¤ 1090.05* + .937SFIJune-Aug* +45.03T .88 1.81

JUNE
3 QKPl¤ -418.33 + .243M6079* - 8.24T .94 2.89
4 QKP2- 152.58 + .l72PIGC Mar-May* +49.36T* .95 3.04
1 QKP3= 683.42 + 1.15SFIJu¤8-Aug* + 35.42T .87 1.58
2 QKP4¤ 478.77 + 1.l6SFISep-Nov• + 75.64T* .90 2.57 —

SEPTEMBER
4 QKPl= -170.81 + .203MH6079* + 65.77T* .95 2.96
1 QKP2* 373.07 + .l82PIGCJun-Aug* + 19.39T .87 2.08
2 QKP3- 547.29 + 1.17SFISep-Nov* + 58.84T .86 2.513 QKP4= 1780.05 + .543SFIDec—Feb + 83.21T .66 2.61

*Statistically s1gnIfIcant at the 5% level.
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price adjusted for basis. The PM prediction provides an
indication of what ECM to seek. The PM is an estimate
based on quantity predictions for the next four quarters.
The objective of using the projected margin is to hedge a
profit consistent with the expected hog supply and feed
costs. Since the projected margin is an average for the
quarter, premiums in 1% increments up to 50% were added to
the PM forcast to determine at what PM plus premium
forecast level profits were maximized and or variance
reduced. This approach attempts to reduce the number of
times hedges would be placed prematurely. When the ECM was
equal to the PM (plus a premium) a signal to hedge was
provided.

Like the fixed margin strategies, both futures and
options were used to lock in the desired margin. In both
cases, strategies were analyzed that hedge hogs and corn
simultaneously. The combination of using the PM and a
premium, provided a greater degree of flexibility in the
expected return. Therefore, it was appropriate to use only

at—the-money options. The addition of analysis of
strategies with out—of-the-money options in combination

with the PM plus premium would render the expected margin
estimate irrelevant.

3.5 Option Premium Prices
Options have been available for agricultural
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commodities only since 1984, thus data for option premium
prices were not available for the period examined in this
study. The Black model as developed in the previous
chapter was used to estimate the price of call and put
options.

The use of the Black model requires the following
assumptions be made. The historic futures price variance
is used as an estimate of volatility of the underlying
futures contract. The historic futures price variance is
calculated over 21 days of closing futures prices and
expanded to an annual variance using 250 trading days. The
time to maturity for the option premium can either be
calculated over 250 business days or over 365 calander days
in a year. Jarrow and Rudd discuss which approach is
appropriate but fail to reach a definitive conclusion.
This study used 365 days in calculating time to maturity
similar to Wolf.

The hedged option position can be offset in two ways.
The first takes advantage of the tradeable characteristic
of options and involves selling the option on the day the
hedge is to be offset. If the hedged position is
profitable, the option carries a price reflecting the
intrinsic value of the contract. The return from the sale
of the option less the purchase price would then be added
to the cash returns to determine the total returns. The

alternative method of exiting an option position is to
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exercise the option and take a position in the futures
market. The futures position would then be closed out. The
return derived from establishing the futures positon at the
options strike price and closing the futures positon at the
current futures market price less the purchase price of the
option is added to the cash returns to determine the total
returns. The latter alternative was used in this study. If
the hedged positon was not profitable when the hogs are
sold, the option was assumed to expire worthless. When the
option expires worthless the cost of the option (the
purchase price or premium) was considered an expense that
was subtracted from the final cash margin.

Commodity options have an expiration date prior to the
first delivery day for the underlying futures contract.
When options on futures contracts were approved by the
Commodity Futures Trading Commission there was concern that
the expiration of options during the delivery month could
result in abnormal price fluctuations in the futures
market. With open interest suddenly increased during the
futures contract delivery period as options were exercised,
a greater price fluctuation in the futures market than
normal may occur. At present, hog options expire the
Friday which is at least 3 business days prior to the first

business day of the contract delivery month. With corn the
present rule specifies that the expiration date is the
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Friday which precedes by at least 5 business days the first
notice day of the corresponding futures contract. In order
to compare the performance of options and futures
contracts, the options with hogs and for the December corn
contract are assumed to expire on the first trading day of
the month the futures contract expires. An analysis of the
changes in futures prices over the days between the actual
expiration date and the assumed expiration date indicates
that on average the prices of the futures contract changes
less than 30 cents per hundredweight for hogs and less than
l cent per bushel for corn.

3.6 Optimal Hedging Strategy Selection Criteria
In order to select the optimal hedging strategy from

the various strategies examined, a framework that provides
a common base for comparison was required. The common
base for comparing strategies was an (E-V) analysis of
returns from each strategy.

The returns and their variance produced by the hedging
strategies were compared to the cash return and variance as
a base for evaluation. In this E-V framework the optimal
strategies contain the highest mean return given a constant
variance, or alternatively the lowest variance given a
constant mean return. Previous research has shown that

there is a tradeoff between the level of return and the
level of variance of the return. The optimal strategy

alone the E-V frontier depends on the decision—makers
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attidute towards risk relative to income.
Using the E-V framework for analysis of hedging

strategies that employ options may not be valid. Options
do not fix a price or a margin, rather they provide a floor
or ceiling for prices. Ideally, options will provide a
floor below which the margin over variable costs will not
drop. Comparsion of relative variance may be inappropriate
for strategies that hedge using options. The option only
attempts to establish a floor margin. Hedging with options
does not attempt to lock-in a margin as hedging with
futures contracts does. There is no upper limit on the
final margin when hedging with options.

The risk exposure that threatens the viability of the
producer is the exposure to low levels of returns. The key
is to reduce the margins offering low levels of return.
Thus in addition to the analysis of the mean and variance
of returns of strategies, those strategies near or on the
E-V frontier were examined in terms of their returns path
over 48 production lots.

Once an optimal strategy was selected it was tested out
side of the data base. The out—of-sample test was

conducted over the period of 1983 through 1985. The out-

of-sample test period provides a good indicator of how the
strategy will perform in a real world situation since it
contains periods of both increasing and decreasing margins.
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Chapter IV

Analysis and Results

In the previous chapter, two general types of selective
hedging strategies (fixed margin and variable margin) were
developed. This chapter presents the results and analysis
of those strategies over the 48 production period simulated
between 1975 and 1982. The criteria of analysis used for
evaluating hedging strategies was the E-V framework which
compares the mean and variance of the returns. The path of
returns for those strategies that were at or near the E-V
frontier were examined. Analysis of the return paths is
based on comparing the returns from each stategy looking at
how they performed during periods of low returns and during
periods of high returns. The objective of the return paths
analysis was to select a strategy that prevents very low
returns and yet does not preclude the_ producer from
benefiting during periods of high returns. The selection
of the optimal strategy was based both on the E-V analysis
and returns path analysis.

4.2 E-V Analysis of Hedging Strategies

4.2.1 Fixed Margin Strategies

Fixed margin strategies were simulated using both

commodity options and futures contracts. The fixed margin
stategies were simulated with Expected Cash Margins (ECM)

from $7/cwt through $45/cwt. The lowest actual cash margin

35
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during the 1975 through 1982 period was $7/cwt and the
highest was $45/cwt. The ECM were tested at greater than
or equal to $2.00 intervals from $7/cwt through $45/cwt.
Fixed margin strategies were simulated hedging hogs and
corn or hedging just hogs. The fixed margin strategies
were tested using at-the-money and the first two out—of—
the-money options and futures contracts as the hedging
instrument.

The mean and variance of the fixed margin strategies
using options for the strategies hedging hogs and corn and
just hogs are summarized in Tables 4,5 and 6. Table 4
contains the results for the at—the-money options. Tables
5 and 6 contain the results for the strategies using the
first and second out—of—the-money options respectively.
The mean and variance of the fixed margin strategies
hedging with futures contracts for hogs and corn and hogs
alone are contained in Table 7. Figure 2 presents the mean
and variance of each of the fixed margin strategies.

Analysis of tables 4 through 7 and figure 2 indicates
that the strategies on the E—V frontier all rely on futures
contracts as the hedging instrument. The seven strategies
making up the efficient frontier of mean and variance of
returns were hedging hogs and corn with futures when the
ECM>= $19/cwt, hedging hogs and corn with futures when the
ECM>= $21/cwt, hedging hogs and corn with futures when the
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Table 4. Mean and variance of fixed margin hedging strategies byECM level using at-the-money ogtions (48 lots 1975-82}
Expected Number of Number of Hedging HedgingCash Hedges set Hedges set Hogs & Corn Hogs OnlyMargin Prior to During
(ECM) Feeding Feeding Mean Var. Mean Var.

$/cwt —-—--——----—$/cwt————--—--——-
>¤

7 48 0 22.40 49.40 22.56 59.909 48 0 22.40 49.40 22.56 59.9011 48 0 22.42 49.10 22.57 59.8013 48 0 22.42 49.10 22.60 59.80
15 48 0 22.33 49.50 22.52 59.4017 46 2 22.61 45.70 22.78 55.2019 43 2 22.58 48.90 22.78 57.2021 41 3 22.97 49.50 23.04 56.40
23 35 6 23.36 44.60 23.50 52.0025 29 6 23.40 56.10 23.67 60.2027 26 6 24.02 59.00 24.08 60.8029 21 3 23.87 66.70 23.92 68.60
31 12 6 23.63 74.50 23.72 76.0033 9 7 23.75 79.90 23.79 80.8035 8 5 23.75 83.20 23.78 83.7037 5 2 23.64 82.40 23.65 82.80
39 4 3 23.93 90.30 23.93 90.3041 1 4 24.06 93.90 24.06 93.9043 0 3 23.86 91.20 23.86 91.2045 0 1 23.61 83.70 23.61 83.70
CASH 0 0 23.62 84.10 23.62 84.10
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Table 5. Mean and variance of fixed margin hedging strategies by
ECM level using the first out-of—the-money options
(48 lots 1975-82}

Expected Number of Number of Hedging Hedginq
Cash Hedges set Hedges set Hogs & Corn Hogs Only
Margin Prior to During
(ECM) Feeding Feeding Mean Var. Mean Var.

$/cwt ——·-—----—--S/cwt-·--—----—·-)¤

7 48 0 22.64 54.90 22.75 64.00
9 48 O 22.64 54.90 22.75 64.00

11 48 0 22.66 54.80 22.76 63.80
13 48 0 22.66 54.50 22.79 63.70
15 48 0 22.56 54.90 22.70 63.40
17 46 2 22.71 53.40 22.87 61.50
19 43 2 22.72 56.30 22.88 63.00
21 41 3 23.04 57.30 23.11 62.70
23 35 6 23.37 51.80 23.51 58.40
25 29 6 23.49 61.20 23.74 64.50
27 26 6 24.05 63.50 24.09 64.70
29 21 3 23.85 69.70 23.92 71.23
31 12 6 23.68 76.90 23.77 78.20
33 9 7 23.73 80.80 23.77 81.50
35 8 5 23.72 83.50 23.75 83.90
37 5 2 23.65 83.40 23.66 83.50

39 4 3 23.86 88.40 23.86 88.40 ·
41 1 4 23.98 92.00 23.98 92.00
43 0 3 23.83 90.00 23.83 90.00
45 0 1 23.62 84.10 23.62 84.10

CASH 0 0 23.62 84.10 23.62 84.10
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Table 6. Mean and variance of fixed margin hedging strategies by
ECM level using the second out—of-the—money options
(48 lots 1975-82}

Expected Number of Number of Hedging Hedging
Cash Hedges set Hedges set Hogs & Corn Hogs Only
Margin Prior to During
(ECM) Feeding Feeding Mean Var. Mean Var.

$/cwt ·-—————--··-S/cwt—-——------—->•

7 48 0 22.78 61.30 22.85 68.90
9 48 0 22.78 61.30 22.85 68.90

11 48 0 22.80 61.20 22.86 68.70
13 48 0 22.80 60.70 22.89 68.40
15 48 0 22.71 60.80 22.82 67.70
17 46 2 22.81 60.40 22.93 66.90
19 43 2 22.83 63.40 22.96 68.90
21 41 3 23.08 64.50 23.14 68.20
23 35 6 23.37 58.10 23.50 63.50
25 29 6 23.46 66.30 23.68 68.90
27 26 6 23.98 67.90 24.02 68.60
29 21 3 23.80 72.80 23.87 73.60
31 12 6 23.69 78.50 23.75 79.20
33 9 7 23.72 82.30 23.75 82.60
35 8 5 23.71 83.70 23.73 84.10
37 5 2 23.65 83.90 23.66 84.10

39 4 3 23.79 86.90 23.79 86.90
41 1 4 23.88 89.30 23.88 89.30
43 0 3 23.77 87.40 23.77 87.40
45 0 1 23.62 84.10 23.62 84.10

CASH 0 0 23.62 84.10 23.62 84.10
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Table 7. Mean and variance of fixed margin hedging strategies by
ECM level using futures contracts (48 lots 1975-82)

Expected Number of Number of Hedging Hedging
Cash Hedges set Hedges set Hogs & Corn Hogs Only
Margin Prior to During
(ECM) Feeding Feeding Mean Var. Mean Var.

S/cwt —----—------S/cwt·——---—---——):

7 48 0 20.36 35.40 21.27 59.75
9 48 0 20.36 35.40 21.27 59.75

11 48 0 20.41 34.45 21.34 58.70
13 48 0 20.62 31.58 21.58 54.00

15 48 0 21.07 27.35 21.97 49.50
17 46 2 21.76 21.34 22.68 41.60
19 43 2 21.87 23.62 22.78 41.50
21 41 3 22.26 24.30 22.81 39.20

23 35 6 22.89 26.01 23.39 38.20
25 29 6 22.94 41.09 23.75 55.05
27 26 6 23.80 46.83 24.09 52.70
29 21 3 23.76 58.82 23.87 61.60

31 12 6 23.62 70.40 23.75 72.60
33 9 7 23.99 81.90 24.07 83.35
35 8 5 23.98 86.50 24.05 88.20
37 5 2 23.78 85.20 23.79 85.20

39 4 3 24.15 96.63 24.15 96.63
41 1 4 24.26 100.4 24.26 100.4
43 0 3 23.95 94.30 23.95 94.30
45 0 1 23.62 84.10 23.62 84.10

CASH 0 0 23.62 84.10 23.62 84.10
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ECM>= $23/cwt, hedging hogs or hogs and corn with futures
when (the ECM>=$27/cwt and finally hedging hogs or hogs and
corn (the results were the same) when the ECM>=$4l/cwt.
Only three of the strategies provided a higher mean return
than the cash market and only two of these strategies
reduced the variance of returns over the cash market.

Hedging hogs only with futures contracts when the ECM>=
$27/cwt provided the highest mean return with a variance
smaller than cash market returns. The mean return with
this strategy was $24.09/cwt which was 2% higher than the
cash market mean return of $23.62/cwt. The reduction in

variance associated with this strategy over the cash market
was 37% from $84.10/cwt to $52.70/cwt. The second strategy
that provides both an increase in mean return and reduction
in variance over cash market returns was hedging both hogs
and corn with futures contract when the ECM>= $27/cwt. The
increase in mean returns with this strategy over the cash
market was 1% to $23.80/cwt. The reduction in variance was
44% to $46.80/cwt. The increase in mean returns provided

by either of these two strategies was at best marginal over
the cash market returns. The strategy on the E-V frontier
that reduced the variance of returns the most hedged hogs
and corn with futures contacts when the ECM>= $19/cwt. The

mean return was reduced by 7% but reduced the variance of
returns by 70% in comparison to the cash market returns.

None of the strategies that relied on commodity options
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as the hedging tool were on the fixed margin E—V frontier.
The analysis of the variance of returns provided by
strategies using options in comparison to the variance of
returns provide by those strategies using futures contracts
explains why none of the options strategies were on the E—V

frontier. The strategies that involved using commodity
options consistently underperformed the strategies using
futures contracts in terms of reducing the variance of
returns. Mean returns levels were as high or higher for
strategies using options as those on the E-V frontier but
with their high variance of return made these strategies
inferior. This is the result of the characteristic of
options providing a floor or ceiling to prices and not
fixing price to the degree that futures do. Thus, in
reducing variance of returns, options were inferior to
futures contracts in hedging strategies.

The degree of selectivity of the strategy provided an
interesting result when comparing the mean returns of fixed
margin strategies that use options with those that use
futures contracts for hedging. The strategies using
options provide higher mean returns than the strategies

using future contracts at the lower ECM levels. Analysis
of the net return from hedging highlights this situation.

The net return can be veiwed as the net cost of hedging
with a particular instrument at a fixed margin level.
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Table 8 contains the net returns for hedging hogs and corn
with, futures contracts, at-the-money options and the first
two out-of-the-money options for each ECM level. The
degree of selectivity of the strategies increases as the
ECM level increases. The opportunities to hedge decreases
as the ECM level increases.

The ECM >= $7/cwt was the least selective strategy of
those simulated. It was in essence a routine hedging
strategy. For this ECM level, over the 48 lots examined,
hedges were established on the first day possible for each
lot, appoxiamtely 10 months prior to marketing the hogs.
Historically, the problem with routine strategies has been
that they tend to be expensive in terms of 'forgone
opportunities to take advantage of positive price
developments. The results contained in Table 8 indicate
that the equivalent to a routine hedging strategy with
futures contracts for hogs and corn would have on average
net cost $3.27/cwt or about 14% of the average cash market
mean return. By using at—the-money options this cost was
reduced by 60% to $1.28/cwt. The out—of—the-money options
proved to be even a less expensive method for routine
hedges. The net cost of the routine hedge with the first
out—of—the-money options was $1.06/cwt or 68% less than
with futures. The second out—of—the-money option routine
hedge for hogs and corn had a mean net cost of $.91/cwt or
72% less than the mean cost of the routine hedge with
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Table 8. Net returns for hedging corn and hedging hogs at each
ECM level with futures contracts and at—the—money and
first two out-of-the-moneZ—ogtions. (48 lots 1975-82)

ECM | Net return from hedging
>- |W th futures|ATM options|lst out opt1ons|2nd out options

| corn | hogs| corn| hogs| corn | hogs | corn | hogs
—------—·-—-—-——-—-—-——·-——-———$/cwt——-----·---—-—·-·-————-——-

7 -.92 -2.35 -.21 -1.07 -.18 -.88 -.14 -.77
9 -.92 -2.35 -.21 -1.07 -.18 -.88 -.14 -.77

11 -.93 -2.29 -.20 -1.06 -.16 -.87 -.13 -.76
13 -.97 -2.04 -.24 -1.02 -.19 -.83 -.17 -.73
15 -.91 -1.65 -.24 -1.10 -.20 -.92 -.19 -.80
17 -.92 - .94 -.24 - .84 -.21 -.76 -.19 -.69
19 -.91 - .84 -.25 - .83 -.22 -.74 -.20 -.66
21 -.55 - .81 -.14 - .58 -.13 -.52 -.13 -.48
23 -.50 - .23 -.15 - .12 -.14 -.11 -.13 -.12
25 -.80 .12 -.27 .05 -.25 .12 -.21 .06
27 -.29 .47 -.05 .45 -.04 .47 -.04 .39
29 -.12 .25 -.05 .30 -.07 .30 -.07 .25

31 -.13 .13 -.09 .10 -.09 .14 -.06 .12
33 -.07 .44 -.04 .17 -.04 .15 -.03 .13
35 -.07 .43 -.03 .15 -.02 .12 -.02 .10
37 .00 .17 -.01 .02 -.01 .04 -.01 .04

39 .00 .53 .00 .31 .00 .23 .00 .17
41 .00 .64 .00 .44 .00 .36 .00 .26
43 .00 .33 .00 .25 .00 .21 .00 .15
45 .00 .00 .00 -.01 .00 .00 .00 .00
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futures contracts. The variance associated with these
strategies using options was greater than the variance with
futures contracts. The reason for the higher variance and
lower cost is the result of the greater flexiblility
inherent with options relative to futures. The greater the
accuracy sought in fixing margins the higher the cost to do
so. The decrease in cost of hedging is seen moving from
futures contracts to the second out-of-the—money option.
4.2.2 E—V Analysis of Variable Margin Hedging Strategies

The rationale behind and the procedures used in the
variable margin strategies were developed in the previous
chapter. The mean and variance of the returns for the
strategies using commodity options are contained in Table
9. Table 10 summarizes the mean and variance of returns
for the variable margin strategies using futures contracts.
The E—V frontier for the variable margin stategies is
developed in figure 3. V

g Review of Tables 9 and 10 indicate that variable margin
strategies using futures contracts as the hedging
instrument out performed the variable margin strategies
using commodity options in increasing mean returns and
reducing variance of returns. The optimal combination of
mean return and variance for the variable margin strategies
was to hedge with futures contracts when an ECM was
available that was 15% above the 2 quarter projected margin
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Table 9. Mean & variance of returns with variable margin hedging
using at—the—mone¥ commoditg options. (48 lots 1975-82)

Pro ected Percent premium
margin above projected Periods Mean Variance

margin hedged return of return
Quarter % ·——----$/cwt—------
2 0 43 23.29 67.50
3 0 19 22.77 71.50
4 0 22 23.16 64.70
2 5 42 23.50 68.80
3 5 17 22.96 78.60
4 5 21 23.20 65.80
2 10 40 23.82 72.10
3 10 16 23.04 79.50
4 10 18 23.14 66.80
2 15 38 24.16 73.00
3 15 14 23.20 82.30
4 15 16 23.18 67.70
2 20 34 24.21 70.20
3 20 13 23.28 81.30
4 20 14 23.39 70.00
2 25 31 24.07 77.70
3 25 12 23.37 81.80
4 25 13 23.46 70.20
2 30 29 24.07 85.80
3 30 10 23.28 84.90
4 30 13 23.49 70.00

2 35 26 24.23 82.30
3 35 10 23.33 85.20
4 35 11 23.73 71.50

·
2 40 23 24.12 85.50
3 40 10 23.32 85.30
4 40 8 23.79 72.70

2 45 21 24.22 86.20
3 45 9 23.43 84.20
4 45 6 23.71 73.80

2 50 19 24.24 83.40
3 50 9 23.45 83.80
4 50 5 23.85 74.70

CASH 0 0 23.62 84.10
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Table 10. Mean and variance of returns with variable margin
hedging using futures contracts. (48 lots 1975-82)

Projected Percent premium
margin above projected Periods Mean Variance

margin hedged return of return
Quarter % —--——--$/cwt-------

2 0 43 24.72 57.90
3 0 19 22.29 64.80
4 0 22 22.89 54.80

2 5 42 25.14 59.40
3 5 17 22.91 78.80
4 5 21 22.89 59.40

2 10 40 25.64 63.50
3 10 16 23.13 80.40
4 10 18 22.70 60.40

2 15 38 26.17 67.60
3 15 14 23.23 80.60
4 15 16 22.70 61.90

2 20 34 25.73 63.60
3 20 13 23.39 79.50
4 20 14 23.10 66.30

2 25 31 25.71 72.50
3 25 12 23.67 80.40
4 25 13 23.28 67.90

2 30 29 25.59 82.80
3 30 10 23.53 84.70
4 30 13 23.24 63.80

2 35 26 25.73 77.90
3 35 10 23.58 84.50
4 35 11 23.50 68.40

2 40 23 25.55 80.80
3 40 10 23.64 84.30
4 40 8 23.99 66.60

2 45 21 25.63 83.00
3 45 9 23.78 83.40
4 45 6 23.71 67.70

2 50 19 25.18 76.10
3 50 · 9 23.80 83.40
4 _ 50 5 23.86 66.90

CASH 0 0 23.62 84.10
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(PM). The mean return with this strategy was $26.17/cwt
with a variance of $67.60/cwt. In comparison to the cash
market returns, this was an increase of 11% above the mean
return of $23.62/cwt with a variance 20% below the cash
market variance of $84.10/cwt.

The optimal variable margin strategy in terms of mean
and variance of returns using commodity options was the
20/2 strategy. This strategy established hedges on hogs
and corn when the ECM was 20% higher than the 2 quarter PM.
The mean return with this strategy was 2% higher than the
cash market at $24.21/cwt. The reduction in variance over
the cash market was 16% down to $70.20/cwt. In comparison
to the fixed margin strategies, the mean returns provided
with the variable margin strategies using options were
superior but the variance reduction was superior with the
fixed margin strategies.

i
Analysis of the variable margin strategies indicates

that the 2 quarter ahead strategies dominate the 3 and 4
quarter strategies in terms of mean returns and the number
of hedging opportunities. The estimated relationship on
which the projected margins were based indicate that the 2
quarter ahead forecast had greater accuracy than either the
3 or 4 quarter forecasts. Once the hogs are born there
exist few alternatives to raising them for slaughtering.
Thus, as the knowledge about the size of the herd for
slaughter improves, the market will react to the expected
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supply and demand conditions and reflect it in the price
level. As we move through time approaching the slaughter

date for the herd, the information concerning the size of

the herd improves. The result of this situation is that

the accuracy of the projected estimate improves as one

approaches the slaughter date and the ECM becomes closer to

what the final cash margin will be. Thus, if an ECM is

above the PM as time moves toward the slaughter date, then

it should provide a profitable hedge.

The 3 and 4 quarter ahead strategies using commodity

options provided superior mean returns in comparison to the

equivalent strategies using futures contracts. For the

reasons noted in the previous paragraph, the accuracy of

the PM and ECM is lower 3 and 4 quarters out than for 2

quarters out. Futures contracts fix the margin at a

particular level whereas commodity options provide a floor

for the margin. The margin established with options could

increase if the price levels improve while with futures the

margin was fixed.

4.3 Analysis of Return Paths for Selected Hedging

Strategies

The use of the E-V framework as the only form of

analysis to identify optimal strategies was not entirely

appropriate in this study. The E-V analysis indicated that

the primary deficiency with the strategies using commodity
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options was an inability to reduce the variance of returns

as well as strategies using futures contracts. In the

introduction to this study, it was suggested that the risk
that threatens the viablity of high intensity hog

production units with little production flexiblity stems

from the periods of low return margins. In this context,

using E-V analysis to judge hedging strategies may not
provide the producer with a useful system to use for

hedging. A reduction in variance is the result of reducing

the magnitude of the peaks and valleys of the returns. The

risk the farmer seeks to reduce is the magnitude of the

valleys. They would like to maintain the peak returns.

The deficiencies in the E-V analysis framework were
addressed by analyzing the return paths provided by the

hedging strategies. Return paths analysis reviews the

margins for each of the 48 production lots looking to see

if the strategy reduced the magnitude of the valleys

without eliminating the peaks. The goal of this analysis

is to identify a strategy that cuts off the very low

margins yet still allows the producer to capture the highly

profitable margins.

A systematic method was required for the analysis of

return paths because of the potential 530 separate paths

produced by the strategies in this study. The approach

taken involved intially examining the return paths produced

by the strategies that were considered optimal based on th
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E-V analysis of the fixed and variable margin strategies.
Then the fixed margin strategies were examined going from
the strategy with the lowest degree of selectivity. The
analysis continued until the return path produced by the
strategies failed to meet the criteria of reducing the
magnitude of low margins.
4.3.1 Return Path Analysis of E-V Optimal Hedging

Strategies

The return paths analyzed from the variable margin
strategies were the 15/2 using futures contracts and 20/2
using commodity options. The two fixed margin strategies
intially examined were the strategies that used futures
contracts when the ECM>= $27/cwt, hedging either just hogs
or hogs and corn. The return paths for these four
strategies are detailed in Table 11.

Table 11 indicates that the optimal fixed margin
strategies did nothing to reduce the magnitude of the low
margins. This is attributed to an ECM of $27/cwt or larger
never being provided to set hedges during these low margin
periods. During those periods when margins were trending
down, the fixed margin strategies slowed the drop. The
fixed margin strategies tended to reduce the magnitude of
the peak margins as well. The ability of the variable

margin strategies to closely track the actual cash market
returns was the first indication of their superior
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Table ll. Return paths of the E—V optimal variable and fixedmargin stategies. (48 lots 1975-82}
Lot Cash 15/2 VM 20/2 VM ECM>¤$27/cwt with futuresMarket futures options hogs & corn hogs onlyyr.—mo. -———--——-----·-----------$/cwt--—--—---—--——--———------7502 13.58 18.59 11.52 13.58 13.58
7504 15.16 18.86 12.36 15.16 15.16
7506 24.21 24.21 24.21 24.21 24.21
7508 37.59 41.10 40.50 33.49 33.49
7510 44.79 34.87 42.78 28.97 28.96
7512 30.44 29.25 27.13 23.64 21.34
7602 28.33 39.69 35.02 31.30 26.91
7604 27.67 36.53 30.59 29.65 32.32
7606 31.74 31.74 31.74 30.92 33.29
7608 26.68 26.68 31.55 31.55 34.33
7610 14.32 26.20 22.74 14.32 14.32
7612 9.91 17.50 14.48 9.91 9.91
7702 19.73 19.73 19.73 19.73 19.73
7704 15.75 15.75 15.75 15.75 15.75
7706 21.29 19.71 19.54 21.29 21.29
7708 19.80 22.03 19.81 19.80 19.80
7710 18.40 15.27 15.75 18.40 18.40
7712 24.56 18.57 20.91 24.56 24.56
7802 30.66 30.66 30.66 26.06 26.06
7804 28.90 28.90 28.90 29.40 29.40
7806 31.44 28.41 28.59 26.14 26.14
7808 25.40 30.10 27.99 23.85 21.58
7810 29.98 24.45 25.50 26.52 25.98
7812 30.63 26.63 28.47 23.50 25.20
7902 34.98 32.05 31.98 26.51 27.68
7904 26.22 27.42 24.12 26.66 26.17
7906 23.01 26.75 23.68 30.20 29.96
7908 16.80 29.35 26.28 31.14 30.73
7910 15.19 23.02 19.52 28.00 26.54
7912 13.09 6.58 8.99 22.52 20.22
8002 13.63 15.54 11.75 13.63 13.63
8004 7.00 21.53 18.16 7.00 7.00
8006 9.18 20.07 16.08 9.18 9.18
8008 23.90 23.90 23.90 23.90 23.90
8010 27.46 20.84 24.90 28.36 28.36
8012 20.59 16.19 16.69 20.59 20.59
8102 11.84 20.03 15.77 25.01 25.01
8104 8.35 19.42 14.61 8.35 8.35
8106 16.27 19.87 14.77 24.14 27.02
8108 20.59 26.47 23.47 27.55 27.82
8110 20.86 18.44 15.37 28.21 28.21
8112 16.93 28.65 25.17 30.10 30.73
8202 25.43 35.88 19.56 26.66 31.98
8204 29.93 37.93 29.93 28.23 28.23
8206 38.00 35.05 36.60 29.94 35.39
8208 38.41 38.41 38.41 27.46 28.04
8210 41.17 43.41 40.77 32.23 32.77
8212 33.80 37.58 35.11 24.87 26.75
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performance in comparison to the two fixed margin
strategies. The variable margin strategies maintained the
peaks, and in two cases provided peak returns above the

cash returns. The magnitude of the four major bottoms were

reduced by the variable margin strategies. The four major

dips below $10/cwt occured in December 1976 and again in

April and June of 1980 and April 1981. In December 1979,

after a five period drop in cash margins the returns were

down to $13.09/cwt. For this same lot the 20/2 strategy

using options provided a return of only $8.99/cwt and the

15/2 strategy using futures contracts produced an all time

low return of $6.58/cwt, this was the serious flaw with the

variable margin strategies.

Comparing the return paths of the two variable margin

strategies, the 15/2 strategy with futures contracts was

superior. The variable margin strategy fixed the margin

at a higher level during periods when the cash margin was

trending down. The strategy using futures contracts was

more effective at this than the option strategy. The

superior performance of the futures contract strategy was

attributed to two factors. First, the futures strategy

required only a 15% premium over the projected margin

rather than 20% which was easier to attain and resulted in

a greater number of hedges being set. The second reason is

that futures contracts fix the margin whereas commodity

options provide the right to fix a margin but this right
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came at a price which reduced the final margin.

The E-V optimal strategies did not completely eliminate

the very low margins that threaten the viability of the

producer. Further analysis of the fixed margin strategies

involved the examination of the return paths starting with

the routine strategy at $7/cwt. Hedging hogs only did not

provide protection against adverse movements in corn

prices. In 1975 this was particularly evident in comparing
returns for those strategies that hedged hogs only with

those that hedged hogs and corn. The fixed margin

stategies that hedged hogs only produced inferior return

paths to those that hedged hogs and corn.

The return paths for four fixed margin strategies are

contained in Table 12. The four stategeies hedged hogs and

corn with at-the—money options when either the ECM>= $7/cwt
ag when the ECM>= $17/cwt, and using futures contracts when

either the ECM>= $7/cwt or when the ECM>=$17/cwt. The

$7/cwt hedges represented routine hedges as previously

described. With fixed margin hedges with ECM above the

$17/cwt level, the selectivity of the strategies became

such that, during periods of very low returns the ECM never

reached above $17/cwt and no hedges were placed

Analysis of Table 12 indicates that the two strategies

using commodity options provided superior return paths than
the two strategies using futures contracts. The futures
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Table 12. Return paths of the E-V optimal variable and fixedmargin stategies hedging hogs & corn(48 lots 1975-82}
Lot Cash ECM>•$7/cwt ECM>-$17/cwt

Market futures options futures optionsyr.-mo. -—•—--———·-——-—-——-·—---—$/cwt--—-----—--—--———------——7502 13.58 22.73 15.92 22.73 15.927504 15.16 11.39 16.56 19.46 11.507506 24.21 15.19 14.68 17.95 14.957508 37.59 25.83 28.26 26.87 28.357510 44.79 16.73 39.46 20.46 38.60
7512 30.44 20.15 23.61 20.15 23.61
7602 28.33 28.41 25.19 28.41 25.19
7604 27.67 25.89 25.63 25.89 25.637606 31.74 27.58 26.58 27.58 26.58
7608 26.68 30.23 26.76 30.23 26.76
7610 14.32 22.80 17.45 22.86 17.46
7612 9.91 16.09 10.80 16.09 10.80
7702 19.73 22.01 19.46 22.01 19.46
7704 15.75 18.26 18.12 18.26 18.12
7706 21.29 14.66 17.05 17.22 19.60
7708 19.80 10.87 15.79 19.14 17.73
7710 18.40 11.22 14.53 20.30 17.30
7712 24.56 12.01 22.12 18.00 21.52
7802 30.66 17.12 27.58 18.80 27.20
7804 28.90 16.48 26.21 20.82 27.07
7806 31.44 12.56 28.53 15.58 29.70
7808 25.40 12.75 26.39 14.88 25.71
7810 29.98 14.16 30.12 17.08 29.12
7812 30.63 ' 16.01 27.78 16.01 27.78
7902 34.98 23.75 28.74 23.75 28.74
7904 26.22 22.64 22.37 22.64 22.37
7906 23.01 23.99 19.93 23.99 27.44
7908 16.80 31.14 27.44 31.14 27.44
7910 15.19 27.02 24.44 27.07 24.44
7912 13.09 21.19 18.80 21.19 18.80
8002 13.63 19.85 15.90 19.85 15.90
8004 7.00 16.49 13.08 20.11 16.72
8006 9.18 12.24 10.84 19.31 15.02
8008 23.90 21.27 20.73 21.27 20.73
8010 27.46 19.76 23.66 19.76 23.66
8012 20.59 17.86 18.57 17.86 18.57
8102 11.84 12.97 11.42 12.97 11.42
8104 8.35 12.81 11.48 16.33 11.90
8106 16.27 16.39 11.90 16.39 11.90
8108 20.59 26.41 20.90 26.41 20.90
8110 20.86 27.33 25.04 27.33 25.04
8112 16.93 24.52 23.34 24.53 23.35
8202 25.43 25.25 22.62 25.26 22.62
8204 29.93 27.50 27.75 27.50 27.75
8206 38.00 27.49 32.43 27.49 32.43
8208 38.41 22.84 32.70 22.84 32.70
8210 41.17 32.18 36.38 32.18 36.38
8212 33.80 20.97 29.36 20.97 29.36
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contracts tended to provide superior returns during periods
when the trend was down. This one advantage was outweighed
when the margins were trending up. The inflexibilty of the
hedge with the futures contract is evident during these
periods. The differences in the return paths of the two
at-the-money option strategies is slight. Both strategies
hedged during each production period and many of the hedges
were established at the same time. Hedging with options
when the ECM>=$l7/cwt provided the best return path of the

fixed margin strategies. This strategy was able to reduce
the magnitude of the very low margins, never producing a
margin below $10/cwt yet not eliminating the large margins.
The strategies using futures contracts tended to elimintate
the large margins. The $17/cwt strategy with at-the-money
options provided a better return during the peaks and

' valleys than any of the other strategies during the period

examined.

4.3.2 Distributions of Return Paths
The final method of analyzing the results of the

simulated strategies was to examine the distribution of
returns within the returns path. The distribution of
returns was examined by looking at the number of production

lots that produce returns falling in one of eight five

dollar increments between $5/cwt and $45/cwt. The

strategies examined were the 15/2 variable margin strategy

using futures contracts, the 20/2 variable margin strategy
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using commodity options, the ECM>=$17/cwt fixed margins
strategy using futures to hedge hogs and corn, and the

ECM>=$17/cwt fixed margin strategy using options to hedge

hogs and corn. The results of this analysis are summarized

as percent distribution per increment and cumulative
percent distibution in Table 13.

The results contained in table 13 indicate the cash

returns have a relatively normal distribution with the

majority of returns between $15 and $35/cwt. The fixed

margin strategies cut both ends off the distribution. The

fixed margin strategy using options provide a somewhat more

desirable distribution than the fixed margin strategy using
futures contracts. The difference between the

distribution of the two fixed margin strategies was not

great but the strategy using options managed to provide 42%

of the returns above $25/cwt compared to the strategy using

futures contracts ‘provided only 29% of the returns above

this level. The 15/2 variable margin strategy using

futures contracts provided a superior distribution to the

20/2 strategy using commodity options. Both these

strategies provided superior distributions to the fixed

margin strategies. The 15/2 strategy aside from one return

below $10/cwt did the best job of skewing the returns to

the high side. Fully 19% of the returns were above $35/cwt

with the 15/2 strategy and a further 79% of the returns
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Table 13. Percentege distribution and cumuletive percentage
distribution of select hedging strategies.

48 lots 1975-82 '
Strete§§§§écwt|5-10l10-15]15-20l20-25]25-30]30-35[35-40]40-45]

I I 7 :Ä ’·‘ ‘·l Q. V fi
Cash l % 8 10 19 17 21 15 6 4
returns | +% 8 18 37 54 75 90 96 100
ECM>*$l7l
hogs & l % 0 4 35 32 23 6 0 0
corn | +% 0 4 39 71 94 100 — —
futures |
ECM>¤ 17 |
hogs & l % 0 12 27 19 34 4 4 0
corn | +% 0 12 39 58 92 96 100 -options l15/2 Verl
margin | % 2 0 27 19 23 10 15 4
futures | +% 2 2 29 48 71 81 96 100

20/2 Verl
mergin l % 2 13 25 17 19 10 8 6
options l +% 2 15 40 57 76 86 94 100
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between $15 and $35/cwt, leaving just 2% of the returns

below $15/cwt.

4.4 Optimal Strategy Selection

The E—V analysis and the detailed analysis of the

return paths both point to one strategy being superior to

all the others simulated in this study. The 15/2 variable

margin strategy using futures contracts is the optimal

strategy. The major flaw with this strategy is the lowest

margin of $6.58/cwt in December of 1979. The distribution

of returns was such as to outweigh that one period. The

producer would be able to virtually eliminate those periods

when returns were such that the operation would be

threatened yet the distribution and mean returns for this

strategy indicate that the periods of very profitable

returns were captured. The fixed margin strategies at
i

$17/cwt and $7/cwt using at-the-money options to hedge both

hogs and corn are worth considering because of their

simplicity.
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Chapter V

0ut of Sample Test

The optimal hedging strategy selected in the previous

chapter was selected with the benefit of perfect hindsight.

The results of the 530 possible permutations of the

strategies simulated were reviewed and the optimal

strategy selection was based on that review. In order to

judge the success and applicabilty of that optimal

strategy, its performance was evaluated outside of the data

set on which the strategy was developed.

The out of sample test was conducted with 18 lots

during the production period from 1983 through l985.~ The

cash margins during this period ranged from a low of

$11/cwt to a high of $41/cwt. There were 9 lots with

increasing margins and 9 lots with declining margins during

the out-of—sample test period. The mean cash market

return for the out of sample test period was $23.30/cwt

with a variance of $41.60/cwt. The mean return was similiar

but slightly less that the mean return during the in sample

data set, while the variance of returns was over 50% lower.

The optimal strategy, 15/2 variable margin strategy

using futures contracts, was tested with the out of sample

data set. The fixed margin strategies at $7/cwt and $17/cwt

using at-the-money options to hedge hogs and corn were also

62
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simulated. The last two strategies were tested because

even though they did not perform as well as the optimal

strategy the combination of their return paths and

simplicity made them attractive.

5.2 Analysis of Out of Sample Test Results

The optimal strategy produced the same mean and

variance of returns as the cash market. No signals to

hedge were given with the 15/2 strategy. None of the

variable margin strategies did much hedging in the out-of-
sample data test. For instance, only four periods were

hedged when no premium was added to the two quarter ahead

projected margin.

In the out-of-sample test, cash margins were much more

stable than the margins on which the strategies were

developed. The lack of variablilty of returns was not the

sole explanation for the failure of this strategy to give

hedge signals. The model used to estimate the projected

margin contains a trend variable. The trend variable was

included to account for the serious inflation experienced

during the late 1970s and early 1980s. The level of

inflation dropped during the out of sample test period.

The need for ever increasingly larger margins was not as

great in the out-of-sample test period. The 15/2

variable margin strategy required a premium of 15% over the

projected margin to establish a hedge. With the projected

margin increasing because of the trend variable, the
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opportunities to hedge became limited.

The fixed margin strategies establishing hedges
whenever the ECM was greater than or equal to either $7/cwt

or $17/cwt resulted in the same returns. In the out—of-

sample test both strategies functioned as routine hedge

strategies. The hedges in each of the 18 periods were set

on the first day the ECM was calculated, approxiamtely 10

months prior to the marketing date of the hogs. Hedging

with these strategies reduced the mean returns by 11% over

the cash market returns to $20.76/cwt. The variance of

returns was reduced by 15% to $35.70/cwt with these

strategies. There was no advantage to hedging with these

strategies. The return paths contained in Table 14

indicate that the routine hedges did little to improve the

distribution of returns contained in Table 15.

The greater stablity of returns during the out-of-

sample test explains why the fixed margin strategies using

options had performed so poorly. There were an equal

number of rising and declining margins in the out—of—sample

test period. The range over which those margins existed

was much tighter in the out of sample test than in the data

set on which the strategies were developed. Fully 88% of

the cash margin returns fell in the $15/cwt to $30/cwt in

the out of sample data set where as only 57% of the in

sample data set cash returns fell in this range. The added
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Table 14. Return paths for the selected strategies on the out
of sample data set. (18 lots 1983-85)

Lot Cash Market ECM>=$7/cwt or $17/Cwt
& 15/2 VM with ATM options for
futures hogs and corn

§§TIE5T'“““"“"IIIIIIIIIIIZIIIIIIIZIZ§7E§{ZIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIZ
8302 41.10 37.49
8304 28.31 24.45
8306 25.16 21.87
8308 22.51 17.14
8310 17.11 19.22
8312 11.05 12.14
8402 18.87 17.35
8404 19.32 13.90
8406 20.49 16.09
8408 23.66 18.50
8410 16.98 18.38
8412 26.93 23.10
8502 28.92 25.67
8504 19.30 20.48
8506 22.61 13.84
8508 24.67 23.06
8510 23.94 23.99 _
8512 28.50 27.05
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Table 15. Percentage distribution and cummulative percentage
distribution of selected hedging strategies.
[18 lots 1983·85)

Strategg|§/cwt|5-10|10-15|15-20|20-25|2S—30|30-35|35-40|40—45|
I

Cash & | % 0 6 27 34 27 0 0 6
15/2 VM | +% 0 6 33 67 94 94 94 100
futures |

I
ECM >¤ | % 0 17 33 33 11 0 6 0
$7or$17 | +% 0 17 50 83 94 94 100 -hogs & |
corn |
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cost of purchasing price protection (option premiums) on

average eliminated any advantage hedging offered by hedging

with options.
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Chapter VI

Conclusions and Implications

The development of the optimal hedging strategy was of

secondary importance in comparison to the conclusions and

resulting implications of this study. The findings of this

study deal primarily with the behavior of commodity options

and futures contracts in hedging strategies. These

findings have implications for how hedging strategies

should be analyzed and how further research in this area

needs to be conducted.

6.2 Conclusions of Research Findings

Strategies that hedged with futures contracts provided

the optimal combination of high mean returns and low

variance of returns. Consistently the E-V frontiers were

strategies that used futures contracts rather than

commodity options to hedge. The superiority of hedging

with futures contracts in an E-V framework of analysis was

evident with both the fixed and variable margin strategies.

The increases in mean returns achieved over the cash

market returns were only marginal. The best increase in

mean returns ranged from 1 and 2% with fixed margin

strategies to 11% with the very complex variable margin

strategy. The fixed margin strategies did not increase

returns as effectively as the variable margin strategies

but the variable margin strategies were not as effective at
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reducing the variance of returns.

The failure of any of the option hedging strategies to

be on the E-V frontier resulted in the addition analysis of

the hedging results. The primary reason for the exclusion

of strategies using options to hedge was that they were

less efficient at reducing the variance of returns. The

results of hedging with either futures contracts or options

were analyzed based on the degree of selectivity of the

strategy and the actual returns that a particular strategy

produced.

The degree of selectivity of a strategy was evaluated

based on the complexity of the strategy and on the

frequency of opportunities provided to hedge. The variable

margin strategies, because of their complexity, were more

selective. The degree of selectivity increased as the level

of Expected Cash Margin (ECM) required to hedge increased

in the fix margin strategies. The greater the selectivity

of a strategy the less competitive were strategies using

options to hedge. With the least selective strategies, the

returns generated by the option based strategies were

superior. Strategies that were either routine hedging or

hedged every lot resulted in lower lost returns, a lower

cost, when hedging using options rather than using futures.

Options can provide a minium level of protection against

adverse price movements at a lower cost than futures

contracts. The cheapest form of hedging providing the
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least protection was the second out-of-the-money options.

The second method of anaylsis prompted by the poor

performance of option based strategies under the E-V

framework was the examination of the return paths of select

strategies. The objective of this analysis was to identify
strategies that reduced the magnitude of low margins yet

maintained the opportunity to participate in the highly

profitable margins. The analysis of the strategies with

this method confirmed the selection of the optimal E-V

strategy as providing the most desirable returns.

The return path analysis indicated that a number of the

strategies that were judged inferior to those strategies on

the E-V frontier produced more desirable returns path.

Specifically, in the case of fixed margin strategies, the

returns produced with those strategies that hedged with

options when the ECM was less than $19/cwt were superior to

those strategies hedging with futures with ECM>=$l9/cwt.

The latter strategies did not reduce the low return margins

because hedges were never triggered. In addition, the

latter strategies tended to fix the margins early and

precluded the opportunity of taking advantage of improved

margins once the hedges were set.

The return path analysis provided evidence that the use

of the E-V framework of analysis on hedging strategies that

use commodity options is inappropriate. The analysis of
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return paths confirmed the selection of the same optimal

strategy as the E-V analysis. In addition, it showed that

strategies judged less efficent in terms of mean and
variance of returns produce returns more desirable than

those on the E-V frontier. Options do not reduce the

variance of returns as effectively as futures because they

do not fix returns at a certain level. Hedging with

options establishes a base level of returns from which

margins can increase if the market provides superior

returns when the hedges are lifted.

In that none of the 530 strategies analyzed in this

study produce mean returns more than marginally higher than

the cash market tends to give support to the view that the

futures market is efficient. If the futures market were

inefficient, it should be possible to develop a hedging

strategy using futures or options that provides

significantly higher returns. That the optimal strategy
using variable margins did not out perform the cash market

in the out-of—sample test provides further evidence that

the futures market may be efficient.

The results of this study confirmed that it is possible

to develop hedging strategies that reduce the magnitude of

low return levels while maintaining the opportunity to

capture highly profitable returns. This can be

accomplished by hedging with futures contracts based on a

highly complex and elaborate system of selecting hedging
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opportunities with a forecasting model and daily monitoring

of margins available in the futures market. It can also be

accomplished with a relatively simple system that monitored

daily returns available in the futures market and hedges

with commodity options.

6.3 Research Implications

The findings and problems encountered in this study

point to new areas of analysis. The results of this study

suggest four broad areas where further inquiry is due.

These four areas would improve the understanding and use of

hedging strategies for producers.

The failure of the E-V framework of analysis in this

study points to the need to develop new tools to analyze

the returns of hedging with commodity options. The return

path analysis was a very inefficient method of analyzing

the strategies in this study. It is time consuming and

contains a high degree of subjectivity. The subjective

nature of return path analysis may reflect the goals of

producers, but it can vary significantly from researcher to

researcher thus making it difficult for producers or

marketing advisors to effectively judge the selection of

optimal strategies.

The failure of the optimal strategy in the out-of-

sample test indicates the need for further research and

development on forecasting techniques. The suggestion is
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that at present our understanding of what forces are

influencing the supply and demand for red meats is

inadequate. In addition, it may be appropriate to analyse
the use of technical analysis techniques in deciding when
to hedge and with what instrument to hedge.

The use of options goes beyond simply purchasing

options as price protection. It is possible to write
options in certain situations. Analysis of strategies that

write options is needed. Using options in this fashion,

though not a hedging, may be a feasible method of enhancing

returns for producers.

In this study the options premiums were estimated using

the Black formula. Options on agricultural commodities

were not available for the time period analyzed in this

study. Options are now available on a limited number of

agricultural commodities. Therefore the performance of the

Black formula can now be scrutinized, with the objective of

analyzing the accuracy of the estimates and to judge the

most appropriated variables to use when estimate options on

agricultural commodities.
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